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Jacob Palnick
Abstract—The purpose of this project is to perform a com-
parative study of plane detection algorithms by altering the
computational process flow and filter parameters to determine
the impact on the results and performance. We evaluate several
different processing workflows by testing each preprocessing
chain with varying parameters for each component in the chain.
The end goal is to be able to find the best combination of process
chain and filter parameters to get the best result as quickly as
possible. The implementation relies on the Point Cloud Library
(PCL) in Robot Operating System (ROS). The testing has been
performed by collecting sensor data from WPI’s DARPA Robotics
Challenge hardware platform, Atlas.
Keywords—ROS, PCL, WPI, MQP, Robotics, Atlas.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a machine to be considered a robot it must be able to
sense, compute, and interact. There has be a recent increase
in the frequency of trying to sense and identify objects in the
world around the robot. This is becoming especially essential
for robots like Boston Dynamics’s Atlas robot, which is in-
tended to be able to navigate and interact with the environment
in places that can’t be defined in advance. Atlas, a 28 degree-
of-freedom hydraulically actuated humanoid robot (see Fig.1),
is the standard hardware platform for the DARPA Robotics
Challenge which is aimed at advancing the capabilities of
robots systems for humanitarian aid and disaster response
(HADR) [1] [2]. This in turn requires that there be a way to
scan the surrounding environment and identify various objects.
While identifying objects is a complex task, one of the first
aspects of this task is to be able to find and identify objects like
walls and the ground. Locating and identifying objects like the
ground and walls is essential for navigating any environment.
Fortunately, locating the ground and any ways can usually be
accomplished by looking for a relatively flat plane.
The purpose of this project is to be able to find the ideal set
of parameters and process chain to be able to allow Atlas to lo-
cate planes in the surrounding environment. This is particularly
important for the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) as there
are several tasks that rely heavily on finding planes surrounding
environment. These tasks include navigating uneven terrain,
locating and opening a door, and climbing a ladder. While the
other tasks my also benefit from plane detection, these three
task require fast and accurate plane detection, as the robot will
be directly interacting with some of the detected planes. For
example, to climb the ladder, Altas needs to know where the
next step is so that it can step on it.
II. GETTING ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
To locate and identify any object in the surrounding en-
vironment first requires retrieving data about the environment
Fig. 1. Boston Dynamics’s Atlas robot
that can be processed by the robot. There are several types of
sensors that can be used to get such data, but the most common
are video cameras and laser scanners.
A. Video Cameras
Video cameras are very useful for identifying and differ-
entiating objects that have various colors or shades that are
relatively flat or posses a simple shape. A great example of
a case where a camera would be useful would be when the
robot needs to read a sign.
It is also possible to use two cameras is a set configuration
to get a stereoscopic view. This gives the cameras the added
ability to find the depth or distance of an object.
B. Laser Scanner
Laser scanners are used primarily for getting data about
distances and shapes of object. Laser scanners can be set up
to provide a 2d of objects that intersect with a plane or a
full 3d scan. Laser scanners return either polar or Cartesian
coordinates of points where the laser hit an object and bounced
back. Some laser scanners also include intensity values that
indicate how much of the laser beam was bounced back to the
scanner. Once collected this data can be used to generate a
model of the surrounding environment.
Fig. 2. Carnegie Robotics MultiSense-SL Combinateion sterioscopic camera
and 3D laser scanner [3]
TABLE I. MULTISENSE-SL LASER SPECIFICATIONS
Model Hokuyo UTM-30LX-EW
Laser 905nm class 1 laser
Scan rate 40 Hz
Field of view 270 degrees
Angular resolution 0.25 degrees (1081 samples per scan)
Detection range 0.1m - 30m
Accuracy +/-30mm (0.1m-10m)
+/-50mm (10m-30m)
Multi-Echo Up to 3 returns per sample
IP rating IP67
The MultiSense-SL used by Atlas Has several possible
configurations. The base configuration has a camera Field of
View (FOV) of 80 by 45 degrees and a focal depth of 6.5mm.
The cameras are also capable of outputting video a 2 megapixel
at 10 Frames per Second (FPS) or 0.5 megapixel at 30 FPS.
The laser scanner specifications can be found in TABLEI.
C. Sensor Combinations
The Atlas robot uses a MultiSense SL Sensor from
Carnegie Robotics which combines a stereoscopic camera
setup and a 3D laser scanner in one unit. [3] By using such
a combination of sensors it is possible to get the best of the
individual sensors.
III. POINT CLOUD LIBRARY
A. What is a Point Cloud?
A point cloud is a set of data that represent a set of point
and can also include additional information about each point.
A point cloud represents positions data from a stereoscopic
camera or a laser scanner.
In addition to the XYZ coordinate position of each point,
it is also possible and fairly common to include additional
information like color and intensity for each point. [4] For
instance a point cloud from a stereoscopic camera could
calculate the position of each pixel and then assign the pixel
color to the point calculated for the original pixel.
B. What is the Point Cloud Library?
Point Cloud Library (PCL) is a computer software library
designed to process all the possible forms of point cloud data.
This includes XYZ coordinate only date, data with intensities,
color data, and numerous other forms of data.. PCL includes
Fig. 3. Statistical Outlier Removal Filter sample [5]
Fig. 4. Voxel Grid Filter sample [5]
Fig. 5. Pass-Through Filter sample [5]
numerous filters to facilitate analyzing the data. [5] These
filters can process the data based on the position of the points
as well as based on the additional information. For example,
you could use a PCL filter to drop any points that have an
intensity value below some set point.
C. Statistical Outlier Filter
PCL has a filter that can identify statistical outliers. [6] The
filter can be configured with different values for the number
of neighbors per point to analyze and the standard deviation
threshold value. The purpose of this filter is to find and remove
any points that don’t statistically fit with the rest of the data.
This is useful for removing possible noise.
D. Voxel Grid
A voxel grid filter takes all the points and down samples
them to a specified resolution. [7] PCL divides the space into
small cubes and then averages the points in each cube to get
a centroid. This method results in a better approximation then
simply using the center of the cube. This can be very useful
for reducing excessive amounts of data.
E. Pass-Through Filter
a Pass-Through Filter is a very simple filter that just takes
each point and checks if it is within a given coordinate range.
[8] It is possible check any combination of the axes.
Fig. 6. Planar segmentation sample [5]
F. Segmentation
PCL has a filter that tries to segment the point cloud to fit a
model. The available models include planes [9] and cylinders,
but can also be expanded with custom models.
There are also other segmentation filters that segment based
on the estimated normals and edges.
IV. PROCESSING THE DATA
Since we are looking for a strictly geometrical object, we
don’t care about the color or intensity and only care about the
point coordinates. Since PCL already has a filter to segment a
point cloud based on a model, and it comes with a predefined
plane model, it would be very easy to just pass the data from
the sensor straight into the filter. However, doing that could
cause issues if there is noise or a large number of points to
process. To remover the noise a Statistical outlier removal filter
is used to remove any ”noisy” points. If there is a large number
of points to process and time is a factor, a voxel grid filter
can be used to down sample the point cloud to a much more
manageable size.
V. PRETESTING ISSUES
The nature of plane detection makes it very hard to
compare the planes found between any single process cycle.
This means that there is no qualitative way to directly compare
the difference between any given configurations. Instead, the
goal will be to see that all the planes show up with each
configuration and to compare the processing time.
VI. TESTING METHODOLOGY
To see how the order of the filter process and different
parameter values impact the result, several different process
orders will be used and a comparable set of parameter varia-
tions will be tested on each processing order.
A. Fixed aspects
The 3d laser scanner for atlas has a very large FOV of
270 degrees. While this is very useful for scanning around the
robot, it does pose some problems with excessive data and
the possibility of getting points off the robot. To eliminate
such issues, it fairly common to simply look at a defined box
region directly in front of the sensor. To help with this aspect
a simple pass through filter will be the first operation of each
test. The parameters of the pass through filter will remain the
same through out testing.
Fig. 7. Processing Chain 1: statistical outlier removal only
Fig. 8. Processing Chain 2: outlier removal followed by a voxel grid filter
B. Processing Chains
1) Chain 1: This processing Chain is intended to simply
remove any statistical noise to improve the results. To do this a
statistical outlier removal filter will be placed before the plane
detection block. The processing flow for this processing Chain
can be seen in Fig.7.
2) Chain 2: This processing Chain is intended to extend
on the previous Chain and down sample the point cloud. This
is done by extending the previous Chain by adding a voxel
grid filter after the outlier removal filter. The processing flow
for this processing order can be seen in Fig.8.
The goal of this chain is to see if it is possible to speed
up the processing without sacrificing quality by downsampling
the point cloud.
3) Chain 3: To see if the Chain of the voxel grid filter and
the outlier removal filter mater, this process Chain has a voxel
grid filter followed by a statistical outlier removal filter. The
processing flow for this processing Chain can be seen in Fig.9.
C. Parameter Variations
For each processing order there will be a set of tests were
only the Mean K value for the statistical outlier change. There
will also be a set that changes the number of iterations for the
plane segmentation, as well as a set for the plane segmentation
distance threshold.
For the processing orders that contain a voxel grid filter
there will also be a set where the voxel grid cell size changes.
VII. PLANE DETECTION
The plane detection algorithm works by using the provided
PCL segmentation filter configured to fit a plane to the pro-
Fig. 9. Processing Chain 3: voxel grid followed by outlier removal
Fig. 10. Plane detection workflow
vided point cloud. When the filter finds a plan, some additional
code is used to determine if it meets a minimum number of
points. If the number of points is above a specified threshold,
the point cloud containing the plane is added to the list of
planes. The original point cloud then has the points from the
plane removed and the process repeats. This continues until
either there are fewer than 10% of the original points left in
the cloud, or a plane returned by the segmentation filter has
fewer than the desired number of points.
VIII. RESULTS
A. Voxel Grid
After testing it was confirmed that the voxel grid filter
does improve cycle processing time slightly. However, it also
resulted in a significant decreases in the detection of smaller
planes. If the environment is known to be large flat areas filled
entirely with large objects then a voxel grid filter would be
fine. But if there is any chance of smaller objects, then the
minor speed boost is not worth the chance to miss something.
A comparison between the planes detected with and without
the voxel grid filter can be seen in Fig.11
Fig. 11. voxel grid comparison. top without voxel grid, bottom with voxel
grid
B. Statistical outlier removal Mean K
As expected, increasing the Mean K value for the statistical
outlier removal also increases the processing time per cycle.
This makes sense since the mean k value determine the number
of neighbors to scan per point. As such increasing the number
means that there is more to process. While it was expected that
increasing the mean k would increase the noise reduction, it
is hard to tell with the test data from Atlas. This could be due
to Atlas having high quality sensors, the data coming from a
lab environment, or some combination of these factors. Either
way, it was not possible to notice any difference to the quality
of the plane detection.
C. Plane Segmentation Iterations
The iteration value for the plane segmentation filter has
a large impact on the processing time. As the number of
iterations changes the number of internal iterations to attempt
to find a match, increasing the number only serves to increase
the chances of finding a better match. So as long as the number
is above a minimum value, the results should be more or less
the same. The issue is that the minimum value depends on
the data. for some data, a value of 50 could be enough, while
others could require 500 to get any matches. From the testing
500 seems to be a good value for the number of iterations. It
provides a good balance between finding a good math and not
taking excessively long to execute.
D. Plane Segmentation Distance Threshold
As the distance threshold decreases, it becomes possible
to have a situation where two parallel planes are found at
about twice the threshold apart. This is due to having a large
Fig. 12. Plane segmentation iteration value set to 1000
Fig. 13. lane segmentation iteration value set to 200
Fig. 14. Outlier remover followed by voxel grid filter.
number of points that are from the same plane but due to
measurement error exceeding the distance threshold of the
planar segmentation. As such, the result is that it is possible
to find two planes where there should only be one.
E. Voxel Grid and Outlier removal order
After testing, it became apparent that the order does make
a difference. However, as the voxel grid filter cause the plane
segmentation to fail to find a significant portion of the planes
and points associated with them, it does not really matter in
the end since it makes it possible to miss smaller planes and
objects.
Fig. 15. Voxel grid filter followed by outlier remover.
Fig. 16. Before and after moving-least-squares function [10]
IX. POTENTIAL FILTER ISSUES
It is possible to find a plane that gets points that are part
of other objects. That is you could find a plane presented by
a group of points, but the plane then continues infinitely and
intersects with another group of points. To help prevent that
the resulting point cloud for a plane could be run through an
additional statistical outlier removal filter and then remove the
end result from the original point cloud
X. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
In addition to the filters and functions previously men-
tioned, PCL also has several other functions that could possibly
be applied to improve the separation. These functions include
a moving-least-squares smoothing function and a function that
groups points based on finding edges using estimated surface
normals.
A. moving-least-squares smoothing
The PCL moving-least-squares smoothing attempts to re-
sample the data using polynomial interpolations. This results
in a smoother point cloud, which should allow for the plane
segmentation to find better fitting planes for the point cloud.
Fig.16 shows how much of a difference a moving-least-squares
function can make on the data.
B. Region Growing Segmentation
PCL also provides a function that analyses the point cloud
and estimates the normals for it. It uses the point and normal
data to try to identify object edges. The function uses these
Fig. 18. Color-based region growing segmentation sample [12]
edges to segment the original point cloud into groups that
represent a surface that is continuous up to a certain degree.
By using such a function, it should be possible to simply
run a plane segmentation operation on each of the groups from
the region growing segmentation. In theory this should reduce
false planes caused by small step like points where two groups
of points are parallel and edge to edge but have a small normal
offset.
XI. CONCLUSION
Based on the testing, it is easy to say that the best config-
uration will very based on the expected environment and the
sensor(s) being used. However, even with that it is still possible
to say that the best base configuration which combines fairly
good performance with fairly good plane detection, would be
to have a statistical outlier removal filter followed by a plane
segmentation function block.
If the environment is vast and contains only relatively large
objects, then adding in a voxel grid filter after the Statistical
outlier may help. However in the case of a large environment,
depending on the conditions of the environment and the
desired task, a moving-least-squares filter could provide the
best option.
If the environment contains lots of complex shapes then
trying some form region growing segmentation, could help to
distinguish the smaller facets.
APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE
A. Pass Through Filter
vo id P l a n eDe t e c t o r : : a p p l y P a s s F i l t e r
( d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n tC l oud : : P t r
c l oud )
{
p c l : : PassThrough<
d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n t> pa s s ;
p a s s . s e t I n p u tC l o u d ( c l oud ) ;
p a s s . s e t F i l t e r F i e l dN ame ( ” x ” ) ;
p a s s . s e t F i l t e r L i m i t s
( p a s sF i l e t e rXMin , pa s sF i l t e rXMax ) ;
p a s s . f i l t e r (⇤ c loud ) ;
p a s s . s e t I n p u tC l o u d ( c l oud ) ;
p a s s . s e t F i l t e r F i e l dN ame ( ” y ” ) ;
p a s s . s e t F i l t e r L i m i t s
( p a s sF i l t e rYMin , pa s sF i l t e rYMax ) ;
p a s s . f i l t e r (⇤ c loud ) ;
p a s s . s e t I n p u tC l o u d ( c l oud ) ;
p a s s . s e t F i l t e r F i e l dN ame ( ” z ” ) ;
p a s s . s e t F i l t e r L i m i t s
( p a s sF i l t e rZMin , p a s sF i l t e rZMax ) ;
p a s s . f i l t e r (⇤ c loud ) ;
}
B. Statistical Outlier Removal Filter
vo id P l a n eDe t e c t o r : :
a p p l y S t a t i s t i c a l O u t l i e r R em o v a l
( d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n tC l oud : : P t r
c l oud )
{
p c l : : S t a t i s t i c a l O u t l i e r R em o v a l
<d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n t> s o r ;
s o r . s e t I n p u tC l o u d ( c l oud ) ;
s o r . setMeanK ( ou t l i e rMeanK ) ;
s o r . s e tS t ddevMulTh r e sh
( o u t l i e r S t d d e vT h r e s h ) ;
s o r . f i l t e r (⇤ c loud ) ;
}
C. Voxel Grid Filter
vo id P l a n eDe t e c t o r : : a p p l yV o x e l F i l t e r
( d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n tC l oud : : P t r
c l oud )
{
p c l : : VoxelGr id
<d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n t> s o r ;
s o r . s e t I n p u tC l o u d ( c l oud ) ;
s o r . s e t L e a f S i z e
( l e a f S i z e , l e a f S i z e , l e a f S i z e ) ;
s o r . f i l t e r (⇤ c loud ) ;
}
D. Plane Detection
vo id P l a n eDe t e c t o r : : d e t e c t P l a n e s
( d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n tC l oud : : P t r
c l oud )
{
d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n tC l oud : : P t r
c loud p ( new
pc l : : Po in tC loud<p c l : : PointXYZI > ) ;
d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n tC l oud : : P t r
c l o u d f ( new
pc l : : Po in tC loud<p c l : : PointXYZI > ) ;
c l o u dP l a n e s . c l e a r ( ) ;
/ / P r o c e s s i n g
p c l : : Mod e lCo e f f i c i e n t s : : P t r
c o e f f i c i e n t s ( new
pc l : : Mod e lCo e f f i c i e n t s ( ) ) ;
Fig. 17. Region growing segmentation sample [11]
p c l : : P o i n t I n d i c e s : : P t r i n l i e r s
( new pc l : : P o i n t I n d i c e s ( ) ) ;
/ / C r e a t e t h e s e gmen t a t i o n o b j e c t
p c l : : SACSegmentat ion
<d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n t> seg ;
/ / Op t i o n a l
seg . s e t O p t i m i z e C o e f f i c i e n t s ( t r u e ) ;
/ / Mandatory
seg . se tModelType ( p c l : : SACMODEL PLANE) ;
seg . se tMethodType ( p c l : : SAC RANSAC ) ;
seg . s e tM a x I t e r a t i o n s
( p l a n eMa x I t e r a t i o n s ) ;
seg . s e tD i s t a n c e T h r e s h o l d
( p l a n eD i s t T h r e s h ) ;
/ / C r e a t e t h e f i l t e r i n g o b j e c t
p c l : : E x t r a c t I n d i c e s
<d r c p e r c e p t i o n : : L a s e rPo i n t> e x t r a c t ;
i n t coun t =0 , n r p o i n t s =
( i n t ) c loud >p o i n t s . s i z e ( ) ;
/ / While 10% of t h e o r i g i n a l c l oud
/ / i s s t i l l t h e r e
wh i l e ( c loud >p o i n t s . s i z e ( ) >
0 . 1 ⇤ n r p o i n t s )
{
/ / Segment t h e l a r g e s t p l a n a r
/ / component from t h e r ema i n i ng
/ / c l oud
seg . s e t I n p u tC l o u d ( c l oud ) ;
seg . segment
(⇤ i n l i e r s , ⇤ c o e f f i c i e n t s ) ;
i f ( i n l i e r s  >i n d i c e s . s i z e ( )
< p l a n eMinPo i n t s )
{
s t d : : c e r r << ” Could no t e s t im a t e
a p l a n a r model f o r t h e g iven
d a t a s e t . ” << s t d : : e nd l ;
b r e ak ;
}
e l s e
{
s t d : : c e r r << ” segment
s u c c e s s f u l l y ” << s t d : : e nd l ;
}
/ / E x t r a c t t h e i n l i e r s
e x t r a c t . s e t I n p u tC l o u d ( c l oud ) ;
e x t r a c t . s e t I n d i c e s ( i n l i e r s ) ;
e x t r a c t . s e tN e g a t i v e ( f a l s e ) ;
e x t r a c t . f i l t e r (⇤ c loud p ) ;
s t d : : c e r r << ” Po in tC loud
r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e p l a n a r component : ”
<< c loud p >wid th ⇤ c loud p >h e i g h t
<< ” d a t a p o i n t s . ” << s t d : : e nd l ;
c l o u dP l a n e s . push back (⇤ c loud p ) ;
/ / C r e a t e t h e f i l t e r i n g o b j e c t
e x t r a c t . s e tN e g a t i v e ( t r u e ) ;
e x t r a c t . f i l t e r (⇤ c l o ud f ) ;
c l oud . swap ( c l o ud f ) ;
coun t ++;
}
}
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